City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
August 24, 2017 – September 7, 2017

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =379

Good Intent Calls =74

Fires = 7

False Calls =17

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS
August 24, 2017, 9:25 AM‐ T‐12 was dispatched to a vehicle on fire on the highway. No injuries reported
from vehicle accident. T‐12 requested T‐11 for blocking. T‐12 found highway shutdown via PD. T‐12
noted fully involved passenger vehicle on the highway. T‐12 cancelled T‐11 due to blocking already est.
T‐12 crew extinguished vehicle fire. M‐12 was requested for pt in vehicle with c/c of chest/ neck pain. T‐
12 crew cleaned fluid in roadway. M‐12 provided medical assessment and attained refusals on pt's. T‐12
remained on scene until vehicle was towed and roadway was cleaned of debris. T‐12 then cleared and
returned to Station #2.
August 28, 2017, 12:24 AM‐Called to a dumpster fire as we cleared a nearby alarm. Located in alley
behind Georgios Pizza on E Grand River, in the parking area near Farm House Fraternity. Fully involved
upon arrival, and we used 100 gallons to extinguish and overhaul the dumpster that was overfilled with
beds and rubbish.
August 28, 2017, 1:31 AM‐ Called to general alarm at 623 E Grand River. Enroute, PD informs us smoke
showing. I ask dispatch to tone B‐11 and other rigs. As T‐11 arrives, PD updates that the smoke showing
is just food on stove. We Investigate, ventilate, and get contact info as we reset alarm and let occupants
back in the building. She says she was cooking macaroni, and forgot it until it was too late! We cleared,
returned to station
August 29, 2017, 9:38 PM ‐East Lansing Fire dispatched to a possible structure fire at 508 Stoddard in
the City of East Lansing at 2139 hours. A box alarm for the city of East Lansing was dispatched, Medic 12
on a medic call, a total of 11 personnel responded to the call. Truck 11 arrived on scene and found
smoke showing from second floor windows of an one and a half story duplex. The occupants stated that
the oven was on fire on the second level. Truck 11 radioed that they were advancing a hose line in the
structure for primarily search and fire control. Battalion 11 arrived and assumed Stoddard Command.
Truck 12 given the assignment of water supply, then ventilation. Command called for Mutual aid from
Meridian Township. Meridian Township dispatched an Engine and Battalion to the scene. They were
placed in Level one staging. Truck 12 pulled hose from Truck 11 to make the hydrant due to the hydrant
location in front of structure. The hose hung up in the hose bed. Interior reported that the fire was in

the oven and that the fire was controlled by the hose line and they were checking for extension. Truck
12 used the positive pressure fan for ventilation. Water supply not completed and cancelled due to the
hydrant steamer connection not opening and the fire under control. Command called for the Board of
Water and Light and Consumers for utility control. Command also called for the on duty Inspector.
Interior stated that the stove was gas and they would like to have the gas to the duplex turned off.
Command gave the job for gas shut off to Truck 12. Truck 12 Captain radioed that the gas to both units
had been turned off. Truck 11 called command and stated an all clear and that they had checked for
extension and found none. Command checked with occupants and the building. Fire Inspector arrived
on scene and given a situation report. The Board of Water and Light arrived and checked with command,
the Board was not needed to control the power. The Board crew cleared the scene. Meridian Township
cleared from the scene. Dispatched contacted Command and stated that there was a fire alarm on
Campus. Truck 12 was cleared to respond to the fire alarm. Medic 12 arrived and they were sent by
Command to 239 Oakhill to assist Lansing Fire for another fire alarm. Consumers arrived and the
situation explained to the crew. The Consumers turned gas on to unaffected side of duplex and pinned
the other gas meter. Truck repacked the equipment and placed the rigs in order. Command held review
of call. Inspector contacted and cleared the fire units. From the scene. All units cleared the scene and
returned to quarters.
September 4, 2017, 9:54 PM‐ Dispatched to 1322 Oak Ridge for food on stove. Enroute emergent from
Station 2 with 4 aboard Truck 12. Advised by dispatch that smoke alarm was sounding and neighbors
believed it was burnt food. Arrived on scene, assigned by Command to investigate. Occupant not at
home, confirmed burnt food on stove. Began PPV to clear apartment. Occupant returned home and
stated he had gone to Kroger and forgot the soup on the stove. Food contained to burnt pot.
Apartment cleared of smoke. Truck 12 clear, available.
September 5, 2017, 4:24 PM‐ Responded to general alarm at Snyder Hall. ATF occupants had exited the
building, and witness approached me advising she pulled a station because there was smoke rolling out
of the floor in Basement Theater. I immediately called to get station 1 units started. In full PPE we took
tools, TIC and water can to the theater, and found an electrical box in the middle of the stage had water
leaked into it, and shorted out, causing small fire, and smoke. The fire appeared out at this time, so I
attempted to update Bat 11, but the radios won't work below grade. I had to do a face to face to clear
T‐11 and get IPF responding to make E‐ box safe. I reset alarm system (2 pull stations) and assisted
carrying gear out so we could clear with IPF on scene. Returned to Fire main and station 2
September 7, 2017, 6:03 PM‐ Dispatched to above location for a grease fire in a kitchen. Advised
Enroute fire out. Upon arrival tenants stated they were deep frying food in a pan on stove top and
grease ignited in the pan. Tenants stated they extinguished the fire with a dry chem extinguisher PTA.
Upon investigation found fire was out with no extension. FCP showing kitchen smoke head activation.
Ventilation performed. FCP reset to normal. Smoke head in basement was found with a plastic bag over
it. FM Carter contacted. Cleared with dispatch.

.

Training Reported in FireRMS
7/27/2017, 1 hour‐VFIS cone course
7/27/2017, 1 hour 15 minutes‐Ascending and descending practice
7/27/2017, 2 hours ‐Pumping from hydrant.
8/2/2017‐ Ingham County Sheriff provided lecture on Human Trafficking in Ingham County.
8/2/2017, 30 Minutes ‐Company provided an in‐service for operation of new thermal imaging camera.

Chief Complaints of EMS Call

No Complaint‐1

Cardiac Arrest‐4

Fall‐8

Abdominal pain‐7

Cart fell on top of her‐1

General Weakness‐1

Altered Consciousness‐1

Cardiac Arrhythmia‐1

Head Pain‐1

Allergic Reaction ‐4

Chest Pain‐4

Heart Burn‐1

Alerted mental‐5

Clogged POC Line‐1

Heat Exposure‐2

Ankle Injury‐1

Combative‐1

Hypertention‐2

Anxiety Attack‐1

CVA‐1

Hypolyecemic‐2

Assult‐1

Childbirth‐1

Intoxication‐3

Assistance up‐1

Contraction/Childbirth‐1

Elbow abrasion‐1

Bee Sting‐1

Dehydration‐1

L Leg Pain‐1

Back Pain‐1

Depression‐1

Laceration‐

Bleeding‐1

Diarrhia‐1

Tube Plugged‐1

Bleeding from mouth1

DIB‐3

Lift assist‐1

Bleeding in throat‐1

Dizziness‐7

Lip pain‐1

Blood in stool‐1

ETOH ‐42

Low Hemoglobin‐1

Burn to face‐1

Falls ‐5

Low O2 sats‐1

Burnt Blister‐1

Fainting‐1

Left Flank Pain ‐1

Leg Pain/ Swelling‐1

Psych Eval.‐1

Suicidal Ideations‐1

Med Eval‐1

Hand Laceration‐1

Sweaty‐1

Minor Abrasion‐1

Knee Pain‐1

Swollen Leg‐1

MVA‐1

Near Syncope‐1

Syncopal Episode‐5

NVD‐1

Neck and Back Pain‐1

Smoke inhalation‐1

Nausea‐2

Panic Attack‐2

Toe Pain‐1

Neck Discmfort‐2

Possible Choking‐1

Tachycarddia‐1

Nose Bleed‐1

Psych‐2

TIA‐1

Not Feeling well‐1

Seizure‐3

Traffic Accident‐1

Overdose‐1

Sepsis‐1

Unable to uurinate‐1

Overheated‐1

Shingles pain‐2

Unconisosu‐1

Pain‐1

Shortness of Breath‐3

Unknown Infection‐1

Possible allergic reaction‐1

Sick‐1

Vomitting‐2

Possible fainting‐1

Fall‐1

Weakness‐8

Possible sieizure‐1

Stressed out‐1

Vominting‐1

